Thinking the Outside

“I can now say it: the starting point of an artist is

of an object, the object of art, that isn’t an ob-

[Notes on the nomad cartography

the great feeling of an enormous gap in nature

ject any more”3. Paradoxical logic, which is what

of Fernando Prats]

that he sometimes has, a gap that he may later fill,

defines the contemporary prostheses of vision,

using the gap itself as an impulse, with some pie-

although it is also found disseminated in the frac-

ces, but which – the sign that he is an artist! – will

tured tradition of painting, will impose the obli-

come back, time and time again, in the form of a

que and coded rhetoric, the estrangement that

great vacuum, a vacuum that gives pleasure: a va-

simultaneously means the acceptance of the veil’s

cuum in turmoil”.

function. We must be clear: painting does not
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start from scratch, but from an imperfect erasure
or, perhaps, from the resistance of signs converted
into clichés4.

[Beyond] morbid (aesthetic) symptoms

Today banality is made sacred, in that hang-time

Some creators manage to keep their balance on

that is consumed in what we –to parody Barthes-

the dangerous ridge that separates (or brings

might call the Xerox-degree of culture. Baudrillard

into contact) the wonderful and the banal. It is

spoke of this in relation to art of our time, wich can

precisely there and not in any empty transcen-

lead to the strictest kind of indifference. Art is cast

dentalism that the exceptional must emerge,

upon a pseudo-rituality of suicide, a simulation

delving into an etymologically idiotic reality

of sometimes embarrassing proportions where

in order to attain other intensities, works that

banality gets larger in scale5. After the heroic su-

I dare to call magnificent, in which the bright-

blime and the orthodoxy of trauma6, there would

ness of pleasure and the vibration of concept

be ecstasy among those who dug its grave or, in

are not forced to collide. When a fossilizing stra-

other words, a simulation of the third degree7. For-

tegy has imposed what Baudrillard called the

tunately, artists keep on appearing who, despite

trans-aesthetic of banality and when works are,

the “Biennialism” (exhausted, tired or shamelessly

literally, objects of superstition and creative

cynical) and the crisis which is not –to begin with–

process resemble the giddy choice of memory

financial but rather the failure of an entire project

(souvenir), the meaning of art should be revised,

(in every sense: political, social, philosophical,

like a journey in search of itself, which ultimately

etc.), manage to generate works and activate pro-

becomes a line of resistance against the diffuse

cesses that go beyond bogged-down literalism.

aestheticization of hegemonic spectacularization.

Fernando Prats is a worthy example of a creator

Undoubtedly, our post-historic sensitivity is an heir

who has known how to forge a plastic space of his

to the dismantling of the avant-garde poetics that

own, unafraid of being unique. He has stayed far

occurred with pop –a true cataclysm for the tradi-

away from the mainstream and resisted the urge

tional concept of art2. Guidieri pointed out that the

to copy the dominant rhetoric (whether it be the

aestheticization of the world, radicalized by pop

rhetoric of the traumatic/abject, of the identitary/

art, is shadowed by a discreet humor verging on

deconstructed or of juvenile/relational), thereby

affectation which shows a deficiency vis-à-vis any

accepting a harsh solitude. This distancing may

kind of depth, as well as a hypnotic dependence

be what has made him so strong. At any rate,

on the social aura it attaches to things: a kind of

one thing is certain: when we look at his works,

mystery that today plays a profound role, although

they convey a tremendous intensity, conviction

everything may be a mystery without any trace of

without alibis and above all, an ability to present,

greatness.

without any metalinguistic knots, a reflection on

“It is very difficult to speak of painting today be-

the expansion and redefinition of painting that

cause it is very difficult to see it. Because generally

gives us food for thought. For Prats has establis-

it no longer wants exactly to be looked at, but to

hed a hybrid domain in which performance is the

be absorbed visually without leaving any traces.

foundation of pictorial sedimentation but where

In some way modern painting could be charac-

cartography is also essential to the final configura-

terized as the simplified aesthetic form of the

tion of his “installations.” Going beyond contem-

impossible Exchange. So that the best discourse

porary morbidity and nihilistic complaisance, he

about painting would be the equivalent of a pain-

has displayed a fascinating sedimentation of the

ting where there is nothing to see. The equivalent

world upon smoke, as if the combustion or

1

calcination of images opened up the possibility

memories, Clement Greenberg argued that, with

mething that forces us to surrender to alterity, to

of other marks, new routes, another “geometry”8.

painters, unconscious scribbling produced, at

let other traces make themselves visible. “The trait

most, forms and colors with a “schematic” likeness

is attracted and retrac(t)ed there by itself, attracts

Something more concrete than the flat

; that is, they were flat and abstract, rather than

and dispenses with itself there. It is situated. It si-

Among the antagonisms that characterize our

“realistic” representations tied to real phenomena.

tuates between the visible edging and the phan-

epoch, perhaps a key place belongs to the one

At first glance, Prats’ works may make us think of

tom in the center, from which we fascinate”18. To

that is established between abstraction –which

gestural abstraction, of the surrendering to the

a certain extent, Prats’ poetics can be understood

increasingly determines our lives– and the delu-

“mental daydream,” letting the hand or arm wan-

as post-performative, as the recovery of the body

ge of pseudo-concrete images. If we understand

der, uncontrolled, at will, but what is actually cap-

that is not fixed in an (impositive) metaphysics of

abstraction as the progressive self-discovery of the

tured there, on that smoky surface, is something

presence. For Jacques Derrida, for example, the

material bases of art, within a process of unique

that generally has nothing to do with the focaliza-

body is not a presence, “it is –how to put it– and

depicturalization9, we would also have to unders-

tion of the self.

experience of context, of dissociation, of disloca-

tand that in such a process, there is a hard core of

“When we look at a painting, we see an accumu-

tions”19. However, the artist is the one who always

the modern. Without doubt there is a considerable

lation of gestures, the superposition and organi-

leaves traces and materials that sometimes make

breach between epic modernism (exemplified in

zation of the materials, the yearning for the inani-

up something resembling a crime scene20. The tra-

the case of painting through American abstract

mate to come to life, but we do not see the hand

ce is something that indicates and is not erased,

expressionism) and nihilist existential gesturalism

itself. The image is an immense poem without

but also something that is not present in a definite

(in which some moments of emerging after con-

words, on that surface are the events at the mercy

way. At a time in which we have accepted, perhaps

ceptual dematerialization, the phenomenological

of gravity: in a certain way, each painting is born

all too calmly, destinerrance versus the ideology of

givenness of the minimal and thus the crisis of Ma-

of a conflict between opposing forces”13. There is

the “virtualization of the world”, a number of vei-

jor Reports taking place within the post-modern

no other point, in this world of shadows and soli-

led situations appear, traces of difference, events

condition.

tude, other than the painting itself. The viewer has

that have something paradoxical about them,

A long time has gone by since theoreticians such as

to penetrate its interior, see himself at the mercy

indications that set us adrift creatively: “we leave

Michael Fried contemplated, almost with a panic,

of displacements, feel the attraction and disso-

traces everywhere –viruses, lapses, germs and ca-

the arrival of a plastic behavior that rejected mo-

nance . Modernity is about gestures, not images.

tastrophes– signs of imperfection which are, so to

dern purity in order to embrace the theatricality

Many have been lost, others have become totally

speak, man’s signature in the heart of the artificial

of objectuality, a kind literalism came to be iden-

pathetic. “The being in language,” writes Giorgio

world.”21. All these traces –almost magical– are the

tified with the end of art or its very negation10. We

Agamben, “is like a huge gap in memory, like an in-

decisive element of Fernando Prats’ work, which

are well-aware of the effectiveness of dripping as

curable lack of words” . Gesture is merely a means,

gives us back the furious energy of the real; that

an expression of energy that must be controlled11.

something that can be understood as the power

is, the imposing indication that there is indeed an

A rarefied expansion of painting takes place based

of exhibition. Specifically, the gesture of painting is

outside. His works are a catastrophe22, a final act

on the certainty that there is nothing else behind

a motion loaded with meaning, a free motion that

which does not, however, bring anything to a clo-

the canvas and of course, that there is no model of

contains something of an enigma, arrow, path,

se: the curtain has not fallen. Through the black –

the vision that is anything like Nature12. Fernando

indication or route that coincides with the desti-

just as the merveilleux quotidien shines through

Prats manages to overcome the strict “Modernist”

nation of a glance. Flusser said that the gesture of

the cracks of Malevitch’s icon – shines the reco-

code by producing paintings which, even though

painting is a moment of self-analysis (auto-analyse)

llection of trips, the desiring drive, the traces of the

they are “flat”, do not for that reason correspond

–that is to say, of self-awareness, in which giving

world, and in the end, the happening of the things

to the ideology of flatness. In his case, the natural

and having meaning become intertwined, where

that happen to us.

(soil, birds, insects, water, geysers, etc.) is precisely

the possibility of changing the world and of being

what “executes” the painting. It is not, therefore,

there for the other come together: “the picture to

The unveiling and incarnation of painting

an abstraction, but the pinnacle of concreteness,

be painted is anticipated in the gesture, and once

Fernando Prats is the perfect example of a con-

a process of sedimentation of events in which

painted, the painting becomes gesture solidified

temporary artist who is capable of keeping the

the subject’s action is offset by the confidence in

and set in place”16.

marvelous paths of painting open, without clin-

chance, by the conviction that what is occurring is

We must bear in mind that the gesture is the ima-

ging to established dogmas or following the cu-

what deserves to be received; the traces show us

ginary signifier of modern art: “Modern painting

rrent trend of an ultimately decorative hybridiza-

the way.

–in particular, abstract expressionism– precisely

tion. With incredible lucidity, he has resumed the

underlines production of what is significant, but

notion of painting as event 23 without returning, in

The deconstruction of gesture

it would not therefore be legitimate to suppose

a Mannerist way, to the passion of dripping. What

and the drive of the trace

that this practice involves a deconstruction, a vio-

is certain is that the horizontal territory around

We must not forget that, contrary to the Freudian

lation or a transgression of the pictorial space”17.

which Pollock did his “choreography”, as

view that the unconscious, as shown by dreams,

Fernando Prats re-examines this fetishism of the

was a cache of images obtained from repressed

gesture in order to show us another world, so-
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the photographs of Hans Namuth made overly

process reveal that he licks the blackened surface

sewn hosts may end up as pillows for bodies that

clear, was simultaneously a physical support and

to leave enigmatic traces, and that worms even

haven’t arrived yet. Dream or epiphany, darkening

an imaginary territory for projections of an uncons-

“draw” fascinating labyrinthine lines on the fertile

of the world and glimmers of what we do not even

cious nature. From the archetypes/expressionism

territory of this other incarnation of painting.

need to “identify”. As Amador Vega so delicately

of that epic generation, so close in every sense, to

Fernando Prats wants to overcome the “instru-

said of Fernando Prats, “the artist roams blindly

the trauma of the global establishment of Nihilism

ments of painting” so that the work of art is pro-

around space, scratching the veils of smoke of

(that idea that writing poetry after Auschwitz was

duced in the gap between world and earth; it is,

propitiatory fire.” The invocation of blindness may

barbaric), to the age of devastating terrorism and

really, in the hermeneutical space of friction, bet-

have something to do with mythical clairvoyance,

Manichean politics (unfortunately, our world has

ween that which is within reach and that which is

with the poet’s ability to fuse times and impose

become a reality show), changed radically in the

set aside as a treasure (in a deliberate simplifica-

aletheia (non-oblivion). The sacred undoubtedly

sense of chance. We put our faith in these encoun-

tion of Heidegger’s ideas about the origins of the

runs through all of Prats’ work, an inopportune ar-

ters, apparently unafraid, far from the sublime that

work of art) where truth –a kind of atmospheric

tist in every sense.

Newman defined as the pleasure that something is

time– is put into play. When Prats takes all the way

The sacred manifests itself all of a sudden: it is

happening instead of nothing. Surely, the prolife-

to the Arctic glaciers the sheets of plastic he used

hierophany. When the sacred appears, any old

ration of commentary, that culture of epilogue we

to cover (I insist: veil) Ignatius of Loyola’s mystical

object becomes something else, without ceasing

have created, makes it extremely hard to find real

cave of illumination in Manresa, he is making, in

to be itself, as it continues to share the circulating

presences. It makes everything tediously familiar

an extraordinary way, a new aesthetic geography.

cosmic medium. For those that have a religious ex-

and dumps –and I do not exaggerate – magic onto

What this singular artist recovers is the sacred di-

perience, all nature is capable of revealing itself as

the rubbish heap of the past. But in spite of all this,

mension, without succumbing to the confessional

cosmic sacrality. To access this real existence, a spi-

I insist, there are some artists, such as Fernando

in the process. His rituals essentially have to do

ritual birth is required. This takes the form of a “se-

Prats, who have the courage to revolt, without any

with the desire to give art the aesthetic commo-

cond birth” that makes the religious experience an

strident gestures or pseudo-radical rhetoric. They

tion which, since the time of Aristotle, has been

experience of initiation. Sacred knowledge and by

are brave enough to get to the bottom of things,

referred to as catharsis. When catastrophe is immi-

extension, wisdom, are conceived as the fruit of an

literally, returning to the cave or the crypt to show

nent, at the moment when the story of life (repre-

initiation that implied the death of profane exis-

that what we are bewitched by is merely simula-

sented, yes) becomes unbearable, a purification

tence followed by a rebirth. This rebirth occurs in a

cra.24 That un-veiling –if you’ll excuse the play on

occurs that undoubtedly teaches us something.

world that does not exist, but which must be cons-

words – insists upon the function of the veil; in

The curtain falls or the deus ex machina noisily

tructed and founded according to a scheme: the

other words, an intensely poetic exploration of

bursts onto the scene so that logical thought assu-

ritual that repeats the cosmogony. The goal is to

that thin surface that attracts desire like a magnet.

mes, when the moment of illusion is over, the ten-

find an absolute pillar of support, the center of the

Precisely because painting is that aesthetic expe-

sions of what is left for us. What remains is exactly

world that organizes things and beings around it.

rience around which constant funeral rights are

what obsesses Fernando Prats; that which we can-

To locate this central, omnipotent place, we need

celebrated, it is equipped to show what – to bo-

not tell if it is superfluous or lacking. Fortunately,

a sign that tells us the place is sacred. When the

rrow Hal Foster’s terms – we shall refer to as the

instead of reiterating an aesthetization of the es-

sign does not appear, its appearance is provoked.

posthumous condition of art. The phantom quality

chatological (something clearly mandatory in the

Then a kind of evocation is generally practiced, in

of the work refers to the beloved shadow on the

contemporary world), what this creator raises up

which animals play a key role (particularly a lamb,

wall, that sad experience which silently cries out to

like a dark map is the plural face of a nomadic art.

like the one that Fernando Prats, in a 1996 action,

be brought back from the dead. In the meantime,

Fernando Prats travels towards the unknown but

presses or hugs against a post): they are the ones

though, it constructs another form of corporality

also towards the beginning. When he reduces the

that indicate the appropriate place to house the

so that it can find consolation, however preca-

pictorial surface to smoke, he does not settle for

sanctuary or the people. The sacred therefore

rious, or better yet, so that it can give memory

Malevitch’s desert, nor does he yearn for things

configures the real and is, at once, the real par ex-

something to hold onto. Fernando Prats works al-

past (the gold of Byzantium). Instead, he activates

cellence; it is also power, efficiency, source of life,

most like an alchemist, blackening the old surface

chance; he takes action so that the magic can ap-

fertility and sociability. The religious man’s desire

of representation so that things can be produced

pear.25

to inhabit the sacred matches his desire to inhabit an objective reality, scaring away the tortuous,

now, which are not in the least bit insignificant. His
work is, at once, a different display of subjectivi-

That which remains is established by poets

dangerous, deformed…in short, the chaotic.

ty and a strange withdrawal that makes me think

The path of poetry is, etymologically, a method

In Fernando Prats’ extraordinary works, the sacred

that the hand (that appendage that has made us

that requires a stimulus to get going. This fervor –a

– this must be stressed– does not lead us to any

who we are) is going extinct. In effect, Fernando

combination of the calmness and the restlessness

“religion.” Rather, it evokes or, to be more precise,

Prats throws stones at his paintings, he lets bran-

that crosses the river– is what makes Fernando

reveals the power of that reality. Friedhelm Men-

ches lash at them and pigeons mark them with the

Prats stick his head in his materials let his finger-

nekes noted that this artist comes close to the in-

flapping of their wings; photographs of the work

nails fall across rough surfaces26. These enormous

ner eye of Jose

ph Beuys, certainly immersed in the totemic, and to

itself, a partial resumption of the fetus’s position

and puts it in complex social situations. Apuleius,

Kounellis’ idea that it is necessary to show the non-

inside the uterus. Unconsciously, of course, we

accused of using magic because he had a looking

visible or at least, to try and ascertain “what the

restage that state; a return to the womb. We are

glass, praised it very effectively, saying that due to

image originally represented.”27. Fernando Prats’

naked, we raise our knees, lower our head, curl up

its ability to capture images, the mirror is better

retablos, full of that body of Christ given to us at

under the sheets; we recreate the fetal position;

than clay, which lacks energy; marble, which lacks

communion (the host multiplied until it becomes

our organism shuts itself off to all external stimu-

color; painting, which has no body or volume, and

a thing) do not demand any prayers, nor do they

li and influences and finally, as we have seen, our

also that it can capture the movement of images

impose the fear of the numinous. On the contrary:

dreams partially restore the realm of the principle

on its small surface better than anything else: “By

they reach out to us, even though the hand can-

of pleasure”31. Sleep traps us and leads us to the

trapping the motion of the objects and people

not be seen. At risk of sounding too romantic, I’d

abyss of the sublime/immense, of tenderness, of

that pass before it, the mirror manages to express

say that with Prats, there is a night journey. In total

the tattered memory of the womb. Therein lies

in fragments the passing of the years of a man’s

darkness, when the separation from the maternal

a deep truth; Plato himself came to the defense

life and the changes that occur during it”39. But

is more painful, we grope for a hand in the night

of the dream experience32 against the prejudice

in reality, the mirror retains nothing; its mercury

and sometimes, a miracle occurs. Another hand

that we must “free ourselves from appearances”.

background rejects all memory. All that remains is

may fall upon ours, fulfilling our wish, but even if

Surely, there is a knot or maze-like structure that

the yearning of the one who contemplates his re-

that does not happen, it does not mean failure. Le-

keeps us from seeing our dreams clearly. As Freud

flection in it. Fernando Prats projects or “reflects”

zama Lima wrote, based on that experience which

himself said, the navel of dreams is the unknown,

himself in his works; he’s always involved corpora-

is really that of the symbolic (the broken password

something that is off the grid of the intellectual

lly, devoted to an extreme nomadism, seeking the

that always yearns for the other to arrive so that it

world33. I think that Fernando Prats’ work has, with

tremor that rouses us from our sleep and snaps us

can be completed) that inhalation and exhalation

all its power, that dimension of dreaming as the

out of our polar inertia. His dark surfaces may recall

are a universal rhythm: “The hidden is that which

journey towards what we do not yet know. The fog

mercury, precisely the substance that allows the

completes us; it is the plenitude in the wavelength.

of vision, the confusion of night, the frayed nature

mirror to function. It is really thanks to total black-

The knowledge that it does not belong to us and

of memories are synchronized with that which is

ness that our identity appears, albeit inverted.

not knowing that it belongs to us constitutes, for

set upon the black surface, on that layer of smoke.

The mirror is a threshold phenomenon that names

me, true knowledge”. The deep wisdom of Fernan-

Beyond any kind of facile dramatism or negation of

the concrete object that is in front of it, although

do Prats’s painting brings us to Gaston Bachelard’s

images, Prats brings us closer to the fleeting natu-

it can also be extensive or intensive and make

domain of material imagination: fire, smoke, water,

re, to the fragility of our desires, which are as verti-

the eye see places that it usually cannot decipher.

steam. We have something here that reminds us

ginous as water and as inapprehensible as smoke.

Glass acts as a metaphor for water, as well as an

of ashes28, those remains that, for Celan, were the

The sensual dimension of dreaming34 is tied to

element that causes us to reveal the invisible; the

possible beginnings of poem. The erratic impres-

seminal water; that is, to that wetness that comes

mirror is not only a duplicating object, it can also

sions of the earth that Prats lays down “as pain-

from the nymphs, something that lies deep inside

show the hidden part of the real: the difference of

ting” generate a territory of profound poetry and

our unconscious. 35 Waters recall maternity, and

the identical, which is apparent in the reflection,

enigmatic beauty.

also the void of being36; they summon Narcissus,

entails the emergence of a dissymmetry, anchored

they naturalize our likeness , making us teeter

both in desire and the logic of the gaze: “From the

Aquatic dreams and specular reflections

between identity and alterity38. Water has the vir-

beginning, in the dialectic between the eye and

“One dreams before contemplating. Before being

tue of mellowing pain, even though it can reflect

the gaze, we see that there is no match at all, but

a spectacle, every landscape is an oneiric expe-

our despair. “Credulous boy,” writes Ovid in his

rather a true decoy effect. When in love, I yearn for

rience. One only observes with an aesthetic pas-

Metamorphosis, “why do you try in vain to grasp

a look, it is something intrinsically unsatisfactory

sion those landscapes one has seen before in one’s

fleeting images? What you are seeking is nowhere.

that always fails because you never look at me

dreams”29. Freud pointed out that, after complete

If you turn away, you shall lose what you love. That

from where I see. Conversely, what I look at is ne-

interpretation, all dreams reveal themselves to be

which you perceive is the shadow of a reflected

ver what I want to see. And, whatever people say,

37

the fulfillment of a desire; that is, dreams are the ha-

form: it has no substance of its own. It both comes

the relationship between painter and aficionado

llucinatory realization of an unconscious desire. 30

with you and stays with you; it will depart with

[...] is a game, a game of trompe-l’oeil: a game to

“The creation of symbols is a partial comprehen-

you – if you can depart.” The reflection can lead

deceive in some way”40. Perhaps life is but the story

sion owing to the refusal to satisfy, under the pres-

to a process of interiorization as well as to an ex-

of a mirror that gets warped, “leading, like a pu-

sure of the principle of reality, all of the organism’s

pansion of the idea of infinity. The specular image

nishment, to solitude and to forest of night, where

desires and drives. In the form of a compromise,

seems to be the threshold of the visible world, that

we are a memory of ourselves, trembling in the

it is a partial liberation vis-à-vis reality, a return to

identification or, better put, transformation that

hand”41, and thus, the artist has to bear witness to

the paradise of infancy with its “everything goes”

takes place in the subject (function of self) when

the indeterminate; the possibility that nothing will

and its hallucinatory realization of desires. The bio-

it accepts an image that constitutes the symbolic

happen is often as

logical state of the organism while sleeping is, in

womb, before language returns it to the universe

sociated with the feeling of anguish, “but suspen-

occurrence of moments which, in the still life, has

grimage”51. Beauty arises, almost accidentally, in

se can also be accompanied by pleasure, for ins-

been frozen.

a pictorial touch or an indescribably light trace of

tance pleasure in welcoming the unknown, and

Historically, the vanitas conveys the moral messa-

drawing. Consider the famous Friedrich painting,

even by joy, to speak like Baruch Spinoza, the joy

ge of the futility of human endeavors46, the aware-

The Monk by the Sea, one of the most oft-cited

obtained by the intensification of being that the

ness of time that must elapse and the premonition

examples of sublimity; the manifestation of a terri-

event brings with it”42. Prats’ artistic experience is

of death47. To some extent all still lifes include the

tory we are barely able to penetrate. The sublime

nothing but a surrendering to the events, a specu-

vanitas motif48; that allegorical depiction of the

is not just the terror or failure of the concept, it is

lation that leaves traces, whether they be of water

brevity of life was easily rooted in the Spanish re-

also the spark or glimmer that signals the advent

–as in the impressive intervention he did at Los

ligious feeling of the 17th century . Melancholy

of poetry. That metaphysical shudder52 of sublime

Hervideros in Lanzarote for the II Canary Islands

sees things from the viewpoint of loss; contempt

feeling leaves us speechless in every way: it is the

Biennial– or of steam, like that “cinematographic”

of the world causes the consciousness to affirm

dark, luxurious, silent presence that invites us to

steam emanating from the asphalt of Manhattan.

the vanity of all things. That obsession, faced with

halt. The writer Vladimir Nabokov was once asked

“Pre-Socratic” elements totally belong in the fer-

the fleeting nature of time and the disillusionment

if he was surprised by anything in life. He replied:

tile imagination of an artist who does not seek so

that comes over us at the very moment that we

“The marvel of consciousness – that sudden win-

much his silhouette in the mirror as the subtle,

attain the object of our desires “is precisely expres-

dow swinging open on a sunlit landscape amid the

poetic contact with a world that is in a trance of

sed in the aspiration to the most perfect solitude

night of non-being”. Though his works, Fernando

disappearance.

and paradoxically is shown in the most idyllically

Prats opens up that window of the marvelous.

serene landscape”50. Fernando Prats’ works can

Against the perverse pleasure taken in the repug-

(Altered) still lifes

also be interpreted as “still lifes” or even “lands-

nant53 he imposes “his” compositions of beautiful,

It has been pointed out that the still life genre

capes”. In effect, that which constitutes aesthetic

erratic symmetries; he outlines spaces where the

tries to produce an idea of zero time or a lasting

experience is alive and does not lead so much to

encounter encounters us; he marks, allegorically,

instant, with motion being blocked. Alberti argued

an abysmal sadness, although the color of mour-

paths that make us penetrate poetry. We keep

in De Pictura (“On Painting”) that bodies move in

ning (the black of smoke) may be dominant, but

our eye on the beautiful54 while dreams keep on

many different ways, growing larger and smaller,

to a strange manifestation of euphoria. Here too,

coming, as we try to decipher in the water or in the

stopping, shifting positions, “but we painters, who

the problem is how to pin down time, but this does

smoke what is happening to us.

wish to depict the movement of the spirit with the

not lead to either scenification or to a reduction to

We must keep our minds open to everything so

movement of the limbs, show movement only by

an ordered table. On the contrary, the chaotic and

we can make, in Freudian terms, a constant “free

changing place.”43. Still-life paintings meant a shift

the unexpected, the Earth’s inexhaustibility, open

association”; that is, we must work towards a radi-

from interest in action, – given that nothing hap-

up or –better put– alter the reductive sense of the

cal stimulation of dreams55. That beauty that gives

pens in these works- to matters of composition,

pictorial genre.

the impression that, like water, there is not enough
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of it or it is about to vanish,56 can impose itself

although in an allegorical substratum a desire may
be expressed to represent that which is, strictly

Return to the sublime

once again as a sublime feeling. Let us remem-

speaking, beyond any kind of expression: death

Bachelard stressed that the poetic experien-

ber that Kant associated sublime feeling precisely

itself. If what is immobile is the instant (the time

ce must be governed by the dream experience.

with water’s impetuous display of physical power:

of representation in the painting), the exemplary

“What is poetry? Fortunately,” argues Adam Zaga-

“the boundless ocean in a state of tumult; the lof-

case of this paradox would be the still life, which

jewski, “we don’t know for sure and we don’t need

ty waterfall of a mighty river, and such alike; these

takes evolution back to zero, successfully presen-

to know in an analytical way; no definition (and

exhibit our faculty of resistance as insignificantly

ting the inexorable sense of time and the vanity

there are so many!) can formalize this element of

small in comparison with their might. But the sight

of worldly pleasures. This constitutes a new para-

nature. Nor do I have any intention of defining it.

of them is more attractive, the more fearful it is,

dox: “in order to depict the passing of time (time

Nevertheless, it is appealing to contemplate the

provided that we are in security. And we willin-

represented) it is necessary to block the time of

image of poetry in its “between” movement –

gly call these objects sublime, because they raise

the representation”44. The value of an empty space

poetry as one of the most important vehicles that

the energies of the soul above their accustomed

is, above all, the absence of any possible contents,

takes us upward– and to find that fervor precedes

height, and discover in us a faculty of resistance

whereas a still life is defined by the presence and

irony: fervor, that arduous birdcall that we answer

of a quite different kind”. The immensity of Natu-

composition of objects that are wrapped in or be-

with our own imperfect song. We need poetry

re also reveals an immense power in the subject.

come transformed into their own continent: “the

just as we need beauty (although they say there

Perhaps when we are at a loss for them, due to the

still life is time, because everything that changes

are countries in Europe where the word beauty is

magnitude of emotion, words are where the imagi-

is in time, but time itself does not change, it could

absolutely forbidden). Beauty is not for aesthetes,

nary starts to weave its fabulous constructions; it is

only change itself into another time, until infinity.”

but for all those who seek a serious path; it is a call,

the void that allows desire to be articulated57; that

. Certainly time is the visual reserve of what hap-

a promise, perhaps not of happiness –as Stendhal

is, shadows, the partial objects, impose a distorted

pens or, in other terms, the horizon of events, an

would have it– but indeed of a great eternal pil-

gaze, an approximation,

shall we say, a trembling, excited gesture, that tries

a lot about this and, in spite of it all, his images do

himself be influenced by kairós, aware that what

to rhyme with the (ever-fleeing) intensity of drea-

not repeat the “apocalyptic” tone, nor do they aim

we call improvisation is always –the paradox is

ming.

to erase anything. Rather, he lets all the traces take

worth considering – studied down to the very

on the most fascinating centrality. His “painting”

last detail66. We must learn from how things grow

“… out of joint”

is, in every sense, a place, an energy zone where

in nature and eventually decide on the right mo-

We should bear in mind that when the subject

the event vibrates and trembles.

ment. Perhaps chronological time, meteorologi-

comes too close to fantasy, self-erasure occurs.

cal time, talk about nothing but a mixture; that is,

Painting is left in the room as aphanisis58, bit also

On the aporetic

about kairos, that which is opportune67. The light

as a secret treasure (agalma: a jewel that glitters in

We know that desire can be opened up based on

that makes things visible in the ball of the bounce

the darkness and giddily seduces us) that guaran-

indetermination, on unsayability or even disinte-

imposes the time of nature: there the cut and con-

tees a minimum amount of fantasmatic consisten-

rrance. “Thus,” writes Derrida, “I think that, just like

tinuity, the static and the fluid come together68.

cy as it belongs to the subject; let us remember

death, unsayability, what I also call disinterrance,

Fernando Prats’ powerful intervention at La Ga-

that the objet a as object of fantasy is something

the possibility a gesture has of never reaching its

llera in Valencia traps flight; it shows the marks of

more than myself, it is “that thing” thanks to which

destination, is the condition of the movement of

the flapping of the pigeons’ wings. If, on the one

I perceive myself as “worthy of the Other’s desire”.

desire which would otherwise die beforehand” .

hand, it reminds us of the old function of space,

The original question of desire is not that which

Derrida argues that only because there is no full

it also refers to a VAST field of symbols ranging

really wants to know what it is you want to say,

presence is it possible to experience, among other

from the mystical to the alchemical, from the idea

but that which hopes to find out what the others

things, the work of art62. Without the possibility of

of reclusion to the hackneyed image of peace,

want from me: what do they see in me? What am

difference, the desire of presence as such, there is

from purity to the dark or “contaminated surface”.

I to the others? In more topological terms: the di-

no way it would find any room to breath, which

Without sublimation but with an aerial impulse,

vision of the subject is not the division between

means that it is headed towards dissatisfaction:

Prats leaves spaces so that the viewers will apply

and I and the other, between two contents, but

the difference, in the end, comes from what it pro-

their own imagination; that is, so that instead of re-

the division between something and nothing,

hibits, paradoxically allowing the exact same thing

ceiving a closed message or slogan, they can leave

between the characteristic of identification and

that it disallows.

their own trace on the work with their gaze. The

the void. “Decentrement thus first designates the

Perhaps air is the place of images, and dust can

works of Fernando Prats incarnate the immense,

ambiguity, the oscillation between symbolic and

become the pigment of the aura63. Detritus, unna-

that strange intermediate place in which the subli-

imaginary identification –the undecidability as to

meable things fallen on the floor or, to be precise,

me can manifest itself69, that feeling of terror that

where my true point is, in my ‘real’ self or in my ex-

on the Large Glass, are fixed (fate preserved) on a

gives reason a chance to avoid the failure of con-

ternal mask, with the possible implication that my

surface of transparencies that are deceiving, full of

cept; it is a finality without end, a threshold of the

symbolic mask can be ‘truer’ than what it conceals;

cracks and today still provocatively enigmatic. This

uncertain. From aionic time to the suction of sha-

than the ‘true face’ behind it” . Decentrement (as

Elevage de poussière (photographed by Man Ray

dow, from the soul to simultaneities, he gradually

opposed to the Cartesian theater of central cons-

in 1920) is the zero degree of the contemporary

opens up a gap from which extremely fertile sym-

ciousness that is the focus of subjectivity) is, in a

eschatological-catastrophic imaginary. The poe-

bolic processes emerge, although these psychic

way, a means of identifying the void. Even though

tics of Fernando Prats makes the most out, in an

condensations are also, literally, precipices. “Of all
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it is localized, painting is dislocated. “The time is

extraordinary way, of the glass where Duchampian

the arts,” Deleuze writes, “painting is the only one

out of joint. The world is going badly. It is worn but

breeds dust without getting trapped by the “disea-

that necessarily, ‘hysterically’ includes its own ca-

its wear no longer counts. Old age or youth – one

se of the ready-made”. Sensations and visions can

tastrophe, and is constituted therefore as a flight

no longer counts in that way. The world has more

be deposited on the canvas in many ways, but the

forward”70.

than one age. We lack the measure of the measure.

hand can also let itself be guided by impulses that

[…] Contre-temps. The time is out of joint. Thea-

have nothing to do with the concept or the struc-

Encountering the voyage

trical speech, Hamlet’s speech, Hamlet’s speech

ture of representations. The painter, as Valery said,

The adventure of death can also be conveyed as

before the theater o f the world, of history, and of

contributes his body, “immersed in the visible by

an aesthetic adventure. There is a deep correlation

politics. The age is off its hinges. Everything, be-

his body, itself visible, the seer does not appropria-

between the adventurer, the traveler and the ar-

ginning with time, seems out of kilter, unjust, dis-

te what he sees: he merely approaches it by loo-

tist, in their mixture of fate and fragments, their

adjusted. The world is going very badly, it wears as

king, he opens himself up to the world”64.

peculiar attitude towards life: “It is because the

it grows, as the Painter also says at the beginning

work of art and the adventure stand juxtaposed

of Timon of Athens (which is a Marx play, is it not).

The opportune moment

to life… the one and the other are analogous to

For, this time, it is a painter’s speech, as if he were

The act of painting can lead us up to that edge of

the totality of life itself, even as it is presented in

speaking of a spectacle or before a tableau: ‘How

the abyss where we erase ourselves without lo-

the brief outline and the condensation of a dream

goes the world? It wears, sir, as it grows’”60. The

sing, as a result, the intensity of the experience65

experience”71. The ambiguity of the journey causes

curtain is a black painting. Fernando Prats knows

in a moment of true ecstasy. Fernando Prats lets

the adventurer to be

both someone who is projected in the future, who

a line of resistance against the divinity of tourism,

opposed a cartography-art built on ‘things of for-

is radically non-historical, and thus a creature of the

but they also show its impossibility76 or –better put

getting and places of passing’”80

present. From an aesthetic point of view as well,

– its heterotopic character. Perhaps contemporary

adventure and travel are something contemplated

art tries, in some cases, to incite us to learn to tra-

In order (not) to reveal the secret

after the fact, they are something that is offered to

vel again , even though this entails getting lost or

Painting, as Giorgio de Chirico warned, unloads

be narrated. In this time-dense experience of ad-

knowing that there is no return78. Fernando Prats,

its material, artisanal cargo on us, as well as the

venture, the tragic (in the mortal adventure) and

like one who goes on an expedition to frozen re-

enigmatic, disturbing aspects of the world and of

the novelesque (in the aesthetic adventure) mani-

gions, demands individuals who are willing to take

life81. Fernando Prats does not, to recall the Han-

fest themselves no less than the enclave of the ero-

risks; all of his work is a journey, an aesthetic ad-

dke quote that serves as an introduction to this

tic adventure. In all of these forms, distance plays

venture and of course, a life adventure that takes

essay, cease to invigorate the void. In the friction

an essential role: not only the physical distance of

him all the way to the Arctic or the desert to paint,

of the world (like that which is subjected to the

place, but the emotional distance of death, irony

as I have already said, with a geyser or the steam

onto-technological) and earth (the inexhaustible

with regard to what is narrated or the passion that

coming out of a plastic tube in the Big Apple.

deposit of meaning) he composes a prodigious

stands in the way of the romantic encounter. It

Route maps are, as Freud noted, essential to psy-

cartography or a diagram in which the chaos that

seems that, during the journey, man attends the

chic activity. Through them the identity of the

is germ, order and rhythm is never absent82. The

spectacle of his imagination; he contemplates

itinerary of the experience that runs through it

act of painting is not a mere masking of space or

how the tragic certainty of the absence (or distan-

is expressed. In the end, the libido is not formed

an exorcism of trauma83; Prats’ fascinating work

ce) from his native country can create a space for

by metamorphosis, but by routes. Deleuze no-

makes me think that the work of art materializes

the display of magical places. Adventure sets forth

ted how Australia’s aborigines connect nomad

or sediments the process of demeurer –something

a flexible time that acquires the form of an inhabi-

itineraries with journeys in dreams that together

that is connected, in its multiplicity of meanings,

table beauty. In a profound sense, all adventurers

make up a network of routes, located in a huge

with the demand for a singular intensity in life84.

are erotic, they all postulate the encounter, the

slit in space and time that ought to be read like a

Gestures are not differed; rather, they have been

moment when passion is unleashed, even though

map. We should keep in mind that a cartographic

executed by another, they are the traces of life in

they know how precarious and tragic it can be: “an

conception of subconscious processes is very di-

its “unrepresentability”. Fernando Prats does not

amorous relationship clearly brings together the

fferent from the archaeological perspective; the

cease to listen, in his fabulous aesthetic dream,

two elements of adventure: the conquest of power

latter deeply links the unconscious and memory,

to the imperative of travel, spurred on by a radi-

and the impossible acceptance of imposition, the

tending towards the monumental or commemo-

cal alterity. His dynamic cartography drives the

sense achievement due to one’s own faculties and

rative; this is a domain of objects and individuals

gaze85 to free itself from the monotony of that nar-

the reliance on fate, which graces us with an un-

that can identify themselves or legitimize their

cotic banality that is now taking on imperial pro-

predictable element external to ourselves”72. Bau-

situation based on the notion of “authenticity.”

portions. The thinking the outside (to use one of

delaire pointed out how this freedom of adventu-

The process is, in this case, vertical and down-

Michel Foucault’s titles) that Fernando Prats puts

re or travel is unrelated to serene complaisance, at

ward, while conversely, maps propose a game of

into play simultaneously defends that intimacy he

times becoming serious and tedious when we are

touch-ups that goes beyond the notion of truth as

shows and veils the mystery of beauty. “I think that

asked what we saw. On the journey, guided by the

tracking down origins: “from one map to another,

you look at paintings with the hope of discovering

compass of desire, the dark pleasure of becoming

we are not dealing with a search for the origin, but

a secret. Not a secret about art, but about life. And

a foreigner may arise, although we could also talk

rather an evaluation of the movements. Each map

if you finally discover it, it will be still a secret, be-

about a passage from dehumanization to anony-

is a distribution of dead-end streets, gaps, thres-

cause, after all, you cannot put it into words. With

mity.

holds and enclosures that go from the bottom to

words the only thing you can do is draw, with your

We know, in the midst of general mobilization,

the top. It is not just an inversion of the direction,

own hand, a rough map to reach the secret.”86

that travelling can be a form of stopping comple-

but rather a difference in nature: the unconscious

tely. Hence the concept of the trip to nowhere, as

no longer has to do with persons or objects, but

opposed to the tourist’s obsession with “destina-

rather with pathways and occurrences; it is no

tions”73. There is a singular pleasure in fleeing and

longer an unconscious commemoration but a

trying and be others, though we are bound to end

mobilization, whose objects, rather than staying
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up extremely exhausted . This is what Baudelaire

buried under ground, take flight79. All works of art

77

experienced, the secret pleasure of the flanerie,

entail a number of different routes, which are only

that “botanizing on the asphalt” where junkmen

legible when they exist together on the map. The

appeared like poets of modernity. Foreignness

painting, as Fernando Prats shows perfectly, is no

inhabits us. This does not necessarily mean being

longer a window onto the world or a montage on a

torn all the time; it can also lead to the joy of perpe-

surface. “To an archaeology-art, which penetrates

tual transience75. The artistic forms of travel act as

the millennia in order to reach the immemorial, is
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